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hearing to review the results of an oversight investigation two faa aviation safety inspectors have provided
evidence raising serious questions of conduct violating the fed aviation reg s fars in the inspection and maint
program of southwest airlines swa faa employees have engaged in conduct which constitutes a violation of fed
law rule or reg n gross mismgt an abuse of authority and a substantial damage to public safety the maint
inspector for swa knowingly allowed the airline to operate in march 2007 and possibly beyond and well after the
inspection deadlines on a mandatory faa airworthiness directive there may be a pattern of regulatory abuse and
that these regulatory lapses may be more widespread illustrations the second international cryogenic materials
conference icmc was held in boulder colorado in conjunction with the 1977 cryogenic engineering con ference cec
special thanks must be given to the university of colorado for their skillful hosting of these two conferences
collaboration between the two con ferences has been mutually beneficial providing the materials special ist with
insight into new applications and design concepts and the cryogenic engineer with exposure to modern materials
accomplishments and potentials the proceedings of the 1977 cryogenic engineering conference are published in volume
23 of advances in cryogenic engineering both conferences will be held again simul taneously in madison wisconsin in
august 1979 the success and growth of the two international cryogenic materials con ferences have led to the
formation of an icmc board of directors the board members will serve a four year term and include chairman r p reed
u s r w boom u s a f clark u s g hartwig w germany j w morris u s m suenaga u s k tachikawa japan j tanaka japan
and k a yushchenko ussr on a visit to the british national archive in 2001 s�nke neitzel made a remarkable
discovery reams of covertly recorded meticulously transcribed conversations among german pows during world
war ii that recently had been declassified neitzel would later find another collection of transcriptions twice as
extensive in the national archive in washington d c these discoveries published in book form for the first time would
provide a unique and profoundly important window into the true mentality of the soldiers in the wehrmacht the
luftwaffe the german navy and the military in general almost all of whom had insisted on their own honorable
behavior during the war collaborating with renowned social psychologist harald welzer neitzel examines these
conversations and the casual pitiless brutality omnipresent in them to create a powerful narrative of wartime
experience originally published as soldaten provides a detailed examination of theory and techniques in thermal
expansion of solids subjects include a generalized theory estimation techniques and selected effects temperature
measurements in solids thermal expansion by x ray diffraction high sensitivity expansivity measurement techniques
applications of x ray spectroscopy to air water and soil pollution studies are covered in detail in this essential
publication air pollution can hardly be studied by any other method to such an extent much of our present
knowledge in this field was obtained by laboratories using many of the same methods described in this work a number
of examples illustrate the contribution of x ray emission spectroscopy and its capabilities in the area of water
pollution examples of soil pollution studies by the use of biological monitors is also presented a comprehensive
reference list with the help of author and subject indices provides direction for further investigation in november
2001 as the world still reeled from the attack on the twin towers german historian sonke neitzel discovered an
extraordinary cache of documents from the second world war the documents were the transcripts of german
prisoners of war talking among themselves in prisoner of war camps and secretly recorded by the allies in these
apparently private conversations the soldiers talked freely and openly about their hopes and fears their concerns
and their day to day lives with a banality and ease which to the modern reader can appear shocking they also
talked about the horrors of war about rape death and killing sonke neitzel shared the material with renowned and
bestselling psychologist harald wezler and they set about trying to make sense of the vast piles of documents the
hours of transcripts the result is soldaten a landmark book which will change the way we look at soldiers and
war and is as relevant to our modern conflicts in iraq and afghanistan as it was to the soldiers of the german
army in 1945 published to huge acclaim and controversy in germany it was a number one bestseller there and
reignited the debate about the banality of evil under the nazi regime this second edition has been extensively updated
to keep pace with the growing use of composite materials in commercial aviation a worldwide reference for repair
technicians and design engineers the book is an outgrowth of the course syllabus that was developed by the
training task group of sae s commercial aircraft composite repair committee cacrc and published as sae air 4938
composite and bonded structure technician specialist training document topics new to this edition include
nondestructive inspection ndi methods fasteners for composite materials a method for the surface preparation of
metals prior to adhesive bonding repair design although this book has been written primarily for use in aircraft
repair other applications including marine and automotive are also covered medieval lives of female saints have
attracted wide attention in recent years some scholars have argued that such texts reveal a distinctive form of
female sanctity which only female hagiographers managed to properly articulate and important writings have been
attributed to female authors on that assumption in this revisionist work john kitchen tests such claims through a
close examination of several texts lives of both male and female saints by authors of both sexes from sixth
century france he argues that sometimes the authentic voice of the female writer or saint sounds emphatically
male this study gives examples of how both male and female authors sometimes depicted holy women talking acting
or even dressing like their male counterparts ultimately the author aims to cast doubt on the assumption that
male authors were ignorant of or hostile toward certain specifically female concerns by the same token kitchen s
work raises serious methodological problems with the gender approach to the hagiographic literature of the early
middle ages thermal expansion of crystals is a comprehensive examination of the various aspects of thermal
expansion of crystals the book provides both theoretical and experimental aspects of the study of thermal
expansion chapters are devoted to subjects on measurement methods of thermal expansion the theory of thermal
expansion behavior of thermal expansion during the occurrence of phase transformations and thermal expansions in
ferroelectric materials physicists and researchers both theoretical and experimental in the field of thermal
expansion of crystals will find this book a valuable piece of reference the birth of this monograph is partly due to
the persistent efforts of the general editor dr klaus timmerhaus to persuade the authors that they encapsulate
their forty or fifty years of struggle with the thermal properties of materials into a book before they either
expired or became totally senile we recognize his wisdom in wanting a monograph which includes the closely linked
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properties of heat capacity and thermal expansion to which we have added a little cement in the form of elastic
moduli there seems to be a dearth of practitioners in these areas particularly among physics postgraduate
students sometimes temporarily alleviated when a new generation of exciting materials are found be they heavy
fermion compounds high temperature superconductors or fullerenes and yet the needs of the space industry
telecommunications energy conservation astronomy medical imaging etc place demands for more data and
understanding of these properties for all classes of materials metals polymers glasses ceramics and mixtures
thereof there have been many useful books including specific heats at low tempera tures by e s raja gopal 1966 in
this plenum cryogenic monograph series but few if any that covered these related topics in one book in a fashion
designed to help the cryogenic engineer and cryophysicist we hope that the introductory chapter will widen the
horizons of many without a solid state background but with a general interest in physics and materials electric
motors are the largest consumer of electric energy and they play a critical role in the growing market for
electrification due to their simple construction switched reluctance motors srms are exceptionally attractive
for the industry to respond to the increasing demand for high efficiency high performance and low cost electric
motors with a more secure supply chain switched reluctance motor drives fundamentals to applications is a
comprehensive textbook covering the major aspects of switched reluctance motor drives it provides an overview of
the use of electric motors in the industrial residential commercial and transportation sectors it explains the
theory behind the operation of switched reluctance motors and provides models to analyze them the book
extensively concentrates on the fundamentals and applications of srm design and covers various design details
such as materials mechanical construction and controls acoustic noise and vibration is the most well known
issue in switched reluctance motors but this can be reduced significantly through a multidisciplinary approach
these methodologies are explained in two chapters of the book the first covers the fundamentals of acoustic noise
and vibration so readers have the necessary tools to analyze the problems and explains the surface waves spring
mass models forcing harmonics and mode shapes that are utilized in modeling and analyzing acoustic noise and
vibration the second applies these fundamentals to switched reluctance motors and provides examples for
determining the sources of any acoustic noise in switched reluctance motors in the final chapter two srm designs
are presented and proposed as replacements for permanent magnet machines in a residential hvac application and a
hybrid electric propulsion application it also shows a high power and compact converter design for srm drives
features comprehensive coverage of switched reluctance motor drives from fundamental principles to design
operation and applications a specific chapter on electric motor usage in industrial residential commercial and
transportation applications to address the benefits of switched reluctance machines two chapters address
acoustic noise and vibration in detail numerous illustrations and practical examples on the design modeling and
analysis of switched reluctance motor drives examples of switched reluctance motor and drive design includes
information on radionuclides stable isotopes and organic microcontaminants covers 2 694 analyte values for
117 analytes in 116 biological and 77 environmental non biological reference materials produced by 20 different
suppliers additional information on the cost of the material the unit size supplied weight or volume and the minimum
weight of material recommended for analysis is also provided when available will help analysts to select the
reference material that matches as closely as possible the real samples that are to be analysed caldera openlinux
is one of the top selling linux distributions it is known as the linux for business distribution chris negus linux guru
takes readers through everything from setting up a desktop to running applications to setting up a variety of
different servers the cd rom includes the latest version of caldera openlinux the code of federal regulations is the
codification of the general and permanent rules published in the federal register by the executive departments and
agencies of the federal government bank recovery and resolution second edition sven schelo since 2008 enormous
efforts have been made worldwide to draft rules to prevent a reoccurrence of the devastating financial events of
that year in the process bank business has been laid open to intense public and government scrutiny and regulation
of banking has grown to spectacular proportions prominent among the measures taken is the eu bank recovery and
resolution directive brrd which together with the single resolution mechanism srm and the single resolution fund
constitutes a crucial new pillar in the european banking union practitioners searching for orientation in what can
readily be perceived as a jungle have an urgent need for a clear and systematic description and analysis of these new
rules which are sure to have a massive impact on bank business from this time on not only in europe but also
wherever european business is to be found the solidly grounded analysis in this important book sets the new rules
under brrd into their full context as cross border phenomena with its crystal clear explanation of key provisions
procedures and triggers the book organises a highly complex legal system into patterns and action plans that can
be applied in virtually any eventuality likely to arise in cases where bank business is of central significance among
the topics covered are the following entities covered by brrd exceptions under brrd objective and scope of brrd
tools bail in bridge bank sale of business asset separation asset quality reviews curing or mitigating the
continuing problem of non performing loans new rules as response to lack of private solutions banks requirement
to provide a minimum amount of eligible liabilities safety buffers to protect resolution need to be resolvable in a
worst case leverage and liquidity ratios forced mergers market spillover effects of recovery planning group
recovery planning effects of foreign law contracts and assets write down of capital instruments and special
problems of cross border restructuring the presentation is enhanced by a comparative dimension which includes
reference to united states and other national developments and a full scale analysis of switzerland s regulatory
response to the crisis given that a full seamless global system of bank recovery and resolution has not yet been
found and that major banks are global players headquartered in different jurisdictions and even different continents
this book will greatly assist in the work of practitioners who must deal with cases involving international
banking under the prevailing status quo its usefulness to officials and academics in international banking and
finance law and policy who are working towards a global solution is of incalculable value saints cults with
their focus on miraculous healings and pilgrimages were not only a distinctive feature of christian religion in fifth
and sixth century gaul but also a vital force in political and social life here raymond van dam uses accounts of
miracles performed by ss martin julian and hilary to provide a vivid and comprehensive depiction of some of the most
influential saints cults viewed within the context of ongoing tensions between paganism and christianity and
between frankish kings and bishops these cults tell much about the struggle for authority the forming of
communities and the concept of sin and redemption in late roman gaul van dam begins by describing the origins of the
three cults and discusses the career of bishop gregory of tours who benefited from the support of various patron
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saints and in turn promoted their cults he then treats the political and religious dimensions of healing miracles
including their relation to catholic theology and their use by bishops to challenge royal authority and of
pilgrimages to saints shrines the miracle stories collected mainly by gregory of tours appear in their first complete
english translations
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Critical Lapses in Federal Aviation Administration¿s Safety Oversight of Airlines: Abuses of Regulatory
¿Partnership¿ Programs¿ 2009-12 hearing to review the results of an oversight investigation two faa aviation
safety inspectors have provided evidence raising serious questions of conduct violating the fed aviation reg s fars
in the inspection and maint program of southwest airlines swa faa employees have engaged in conduct which
constitutes a violation of fed law rule or reg n gross mismgt an abuse of authority and a substantial damage to
public safety the maint inspector for swa knowingly allowed the airline to operate in march 2007 and possibly
beyond and well after the inspection deadlines on a mandatory faa airworthiness directive there may be a pattern
of regulatory abuse and that these regulatory lapses may be more widespread illustrations
Critical Lapses in Federal Aviation Administration Safety Oversight of Airlines 2008 the second international
cryogenic materials conference icmc was held in boulder colorado in conjunction with the 1977 cryogenic
engineering con ference cec special thanks must be given to the university of colorado for their skillful hosting of
these two conferences collaboration between the two con ferences has been mutually beneficial providing the
materials special ist with insight into new applications and design concepts and the cryogenic engineer with
exposure to modern materials accomplishments and potentials the proceedings of the 1977 cryogenic engineering
conference are published in volume 23 of advances in cryogenic engineering both conferences will be held again simul
taneously in madison wisconsin in august 1979 the success and growth of the two international cryogenic
materials con ferences have led to the formation of an icmc board of directors the board members will serve a four
year term and include chairman r p reed u s r w boom u s a f clark u s g hartwig w germany j w morris u s m suenaga
u s k tachikawa japan j tanaka japan and k a yushchenko ussr
Advances in Cryogenic Engineering 2013-03-14 on a visit to the british national archive in 2001 s�nke neitzel made
a remarkable discovery reams of covertly recorded meticulously transcribed conversations among german pows
during world war ii that recently had been declassified neitzel would later find another collection of
transcriptions twice as extensive in the national archive in washington d c these discoveries published in book form
for the first time would provide a unique and profoundly important window into the true mentality of the soldiers
in the wehrmacht the luftwaffe the german navy and the military in general almost all of whom had insisted on
their own honorable behavior during the war collaborating with renowned social psychologist harald welzer
neitzel examines these conversations and the casual pitiless brutality omnipresent in them to create a powerful
narrative of wartime experience originally published as soldaten
Federal Register 2013-04 provides a detailed examination of theory and techniques in thermal expansion of solids
subjects include a generalized theory estimation techniques and selected effects temperature measurements in solids
thermal expansion by x ray diffraction high sensitivity expansivity measurement techniques
Miscellaneous Publication - National Bureau of Standards 1934 applications of x ray spectroscopy to air
water and soil pollution studies are covered in detail in this essential publication air pollution can hardly be
studied by any other method to such an extent much of our present knowledge in this field was obtained by
laboratories using many of the same methods described in this work a number of examples illustrate the
contribution of x ray emission spectroscopy and its capabilities in the area of water pollution examples of soil
pollution studies by the use of biological monitors is also presented a comprehensive reference list with the help of
author and subject indices provides direction for further investigation
NBS Standard Reference Materials 1977 in november 2001 as the world still reeled from the attack on the twin
towers german historian sonke neitzel discovered an extraordinary cache of documents from the second world war
the documents were the transcripts of german prisoners of war talking among themselves in prisoner of war camps
and secretly recorded by the allies in these apparently private conversations the soldiers talked freely and openly
about their hopes and fears their concerns and their day to day lives with a banality and ease which to the modern
reader can appear shocking they also talked about the horrors of war about rape death and killing sonke neitzel
shared the material with renowned and bestselling psychologist harald wezler and they set about trying to make
sense of the vast piles of documents the hours of transcripts the result is soldaten a landmark book which will
change the way we look at soldiers and war and is as relevant to our modern conflicts in iraq and afghanistan as
it was to the soldiers of the german army in 1945 published to huge acclaim and controversy in germany it was a
number one bestseller there and reignited the debate about the banality of evil under the nazi regime
Catalog of NBS Standard Reference Materials 1979 this second edition has been extensively updated to keep pace
with the growing use of composite materials in commercial aviation a worldwide reference for repair technicians
and design engineers the book is an outgrowth of the course syllabus that was developed by the training task
group of sae s commercial aircraft composite repair committee cacrc and published as sae air 4938 composite and
bonded structure technician specialist training document topics new to this edition include nondestructive
inspection ndi methods fasteners for composite materials a method for the surface preparation of metals prior to
adhesive bonding repair design although this book has been written primarily for use in aircraft repair other
applications including marine and automotive are also covered
NBS Standard Reference Materials 1977 medieval lives of female saints have attracted wide attention in recent
years some scholars have argued that such texts reveal a distinctive form of female sanctity which only female
hagiographers managed to properly articulate and important writings have been attributed to female authors on
that assumption in this revisionist work john kitchen tests such claims through a close examination of several
texts lives of both male and female saints by authors of both sexes from sixth century france he argues that
sometimes the authentic voice of the female writer or saint sounds emphatically male this study gives examples of
how both male and female authors sometimes depicted holy women talking acting or even dressing like their male
counterparts ultimately the author aims to cast doubt on the assumption that male authors were ignorant of or
hostile toward certain specifically female concerns by the same token kitchen s work raises serious
methodological problems with the gender approach to the hagiographic literature of the early middle ages
Bulletin of NRLM. 1990 thermal expansion of crystals is a comprehensive examination of the various aspects of
thermal expansion of crystals the book provides both theoretical and experimental aspects of the study of
thermal expansion chapters are devoted to subjects on measurement methods of thermal expansion the theory of
thermal expansion behavior of thermal expansion during the occurrence of phase transformations and thermal
expansions in ferroelectric materials physicists and researchers both theoretical and experimental in the field of
thermal expansion of crystals will find this book a valuable piece of reference
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Soldiers 2012-09-25 the birth of this monograph is partly due to the persistent efforts of the general editor dr
klaus timmerhaus to persuade the authors that they encapsulate their forty or fifty years of struggle with the
thermal properties of materials into a book before they either expired or became totally senile we recognize his
wisdom in wanting a monograph which includes the closely linked properties of heat capacity and thermal expansion
to which we have added a little cement in the form of elastic moduli there seems to be a dearth of practitioners in
these areas particularly among physics postgraduate students sometimes temporarily alleviated when a new
generation of exciting materials are found be they heavy fermion compounds high temperature superconductors or
fullerenes and yet the needs of the space industry telecommunications energy conservation astronomy medical
imaging etc place demands for more data and understanding of these properties for all classes of materials metals
polymers glasses ceramics and mixtures thereof there have been many useful books including specific heats at low
tempera tures by e s raja gopal 1966 in this plenum cryogenic monograph series but few if any that covered these
related topics in one book in a fashion designed to help the cryogenic engineer and cryophysicist we hope that the
introductory chapter will widen the horizons of many without a solid state background but with a general
interest in physics and materials
Thermal Expansion of Solids 1998-01-01 electric motors are the largest consumer of electric energy and they
play a critical role in the growing market for electrification due to their simple construction switched reluctance
motors srms are exceptionally attractive for the industry to respond to the increasing demand for high efficiency
high performance and low cost electric motors with a more secure supply chain switched reluctance motor drives
fundamentals to applications is a comprehensive textbook covering the major aspects of switched reluctance
motor drives it provides an overview of the use of electric motors in the industrial residential commercial and
transportation sectors it explains the theory behind the operation of switched reluctance motors and provides
models to analyze them the book extensively concentrates on the fundamentals and applications of srm design and
covers various design details such as materials mechanical construction and controls acoustic noise and
vibration is the most well known issue in switched reluctance motors but this can be reduced significantly through
a multidisciplinary approach these methodologies are explained in two chapters of the book the first covers the
fundamentals of acoustic noise and vibration so readers have the necessary tools to analyze the problems and
explains the surface waves spring mass models forcing harmonics and mode shapes that are utilized in modeling and
analyzing acoustic noise and vibration the second applies these fundamentals to switched reluctance motors and
provides examples for determining the sources of any acoustic noise in switched reluctance motors in the final
chapter two srm designs are presented and proposed as replacements for permanent magnet machines in a residential
hvac application and a hybrid electric propulsion application it also shows a high power and compact converter
design for srm drives features comprehensive coverage of switched reluctance motor drives from fundamental
principles to design operation and applications a specific chapter on electric motor usage in industrial residential
commercial and transportation applications to address the benefits of switched reluctance machines two chapters
address acoustic noise and vibration in detail numerous illustrations and practical examples on the design modeling
and analysis of switched reluctance motor drives examples of switched reluctance motor and drive design
X-Ray Spectroscopy in Environmental Sciences 1989-10-31 includes information on radionuclides stable isotopes
and organic microcontaminants covers 2 694 analyte values for 117 analytes in 116 biological and 77
environmental non biological reference materials produced by 20 different suppliers additional information on the
cost of the material the unit size supplied weight or volume and the minimum weight of material recommended for
analysis is also provided when available will help analysts to select the reference material that matches as
closely as possible the real samples that are to be analysed
The Federal Aviation Administration's Oversight of Outsourced Air Carrier Maintenance 2007 caldera openlinux
is one of the top selling linux distributions it is known as the linux for business distribution chris negus linux guru
takes readers through everything from setting up a desktop to running applications to setting up a variety of
different servers the cd rom includes the latest version of caldera openlinux
Aircraft Accident Report 197? the code of federal regulations is the codification of the general and permanent
rules published in the federal register by the executive departments and agencies of the federal government
����� 1993 bank recovery and resolution second edition sven schelo since 2008 enormous efforts have been made
worldwide to draft rules to prevent a reoccurrence of the devastating financial events of that year in the
process bank business has been laid open to intense public and government scrutiny and regulation of banking has
grown to spectacular proportions prominent among the measures taken is the eu bank recovery and resolution
directive brrd which together with the single resolution mechanism srm and the single resolution fund constitutes a
crucial new pillar in the european banking union practitioners searching for orientation in what can readily be
perceived as a jungle have an urgent need for a clear and systematic description and analysis of these new rules
which are sure to have a massive impact on bank business from this time on not only in europe but also wherever
european business is to be found the solidly grounded analysis in this important book sets the new rules under brrd
into their full context as cross border phenomena with its crystal clear explanation of key provisions procedures
and triggers the book organises a highly complex legal system into patterns and action plans that can be applied in
virtually any eventuality likely to arise in cases where bank business is of central significance among the topics
covered are the following entities covered by brrd exceptions under brrd objective and scope of brrd tools bail in
bridge bank sale of business asset separation asset quality reviews curing or mitigating the continuing problem of
non performing loans new rules as response to lack of private solutions banks requirement to provide a minimum
amount of eligible liabilities safety buffers to protect resolution need to be resolvable in a worst case leverage
and liquidity ratios forced mergers market spillover effects of recovery planning group recovery planning effects
of foreign law contracts and assets write down of capital instruments and special problems of cross border
restructuring the presentation is enhanced by a comparative dimension which includes reference to united states and
other national developments and a full scale analysis of switzerland s regulatory response to the crisis given
that a full seamless global system of bank recovery and resolution has not yet been found and that major banks
are global players headquartered in different jurisdictions and even different continents this book will greatly
assist in the work of practitioners who must deal with cases involving international banking under the prevailing
status quo its usefulness to officials and academics in international banking and finance law and policy who are
working towards a global solution is of incalculable value
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Soldaten - On Fighting, Killing and Dying 2012-09-25 saints cults with their focus on miraculous healings and
pilgrimages were not only a distinctive feature of christian religion in fifth and sixth century gaul but also a vital
force in political and social life here raymond van dam uses accounts of miracles performed by ss martin julian and
hilary to provide a vivid and comprehensive depiction of some of the most influential saints cults viewed within the
context of ongoing tensions between paganism and christianity and between frankish kings and bishops these cults
tell much about the struggle for authority the forming of communities and the concept of sin and redemption in late
roman gaul van dam begins by describing the origins of the three cults and discusses the career of bishop gregory of
tours who benefited from the support of various patron saints and in turn promoted their cults he then treats the
political and religious dimensions of healing miracles including their relation to catholic theology and their use by
bishops to challenge royal authority and of pilgrimages to saints shrines the miracle stories collected mainly by
gregory of tours appear in their first complete english translations
NBS Standard Reference Materials Catalog 1981-83 Edition 1981
Care and Repair of Advanced Composites 2005-06-22
Saints' Lives and the Rhetoric of Gender 1998-08-13
Dimensions 1978
Thermal Expansion of Crystals 2013-10-22
Heat Capacity and Thermal Expansion at Low Temperatures 2012-12-06
Thermal Expansion 8 1985-01-01
Thermal Expansion 8 1984
Switched Reluctance Motor Drives 2019-04-29
Biological and Environmental Reference Materials for Trace Elements, Nuclides and Organic Microcontaminants
1994
Sampling and Analytical Methods of the National Status and Trends Program National Benthic Surveillance and
Mussel Watch Projects, 1984-1992: Comprehensive descriptions of elemental analytical methods 1993
Caldera OpenLinux Bible 2000-08-18
Standard Reference Materials: 1973 Catalog 1973
Catalog of NBS Standard Reference Materials 1975
Catalog of NBS Standard Reference Materials 1975
Code of Federal Regulations 2003
The Code of Federal Regulations of the United States of America 2003
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Intensity Standard, SRM 2601 1978
Didymium Glass Filters for Calibrating the Wavelength Scale of Spectrophotometers--SRM 2009, 2010, 2013,
and 2014 1979
Bank Recovery and Resolution 2020-10-14
Standard and Reference Materials for Environmental Science 1995
Saints and Their Miracles in Late Antique Gaul 2011-11-12
Svenska riks-archivets pergamentsbref fr�n och med �r 1351 f�rtecknade med angifvande af inneh�llet ... 1872
Svenska riks-archivets pergamentsbref fr�n och med �r 1351 1872
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